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The meeting was called to order at 10.20 a.m.

ADDRESS BY MR. VIRGILIO BARCO VARGAS, PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA

The PRESIDENT: The Assembly will hear an address by the President of the

Republic of Colombia.

Mr. Virgilio Barco Vargas, President of the Republic of Colombia, was escorted

into t""12 General Assembly Hall.

The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General Assembly, I have the honour to

welcome to the united Nations the President of the Republic of Colombia, His

Excellency Mr. Virgilio Barco Vargas, and to invite him to address the Assembly.

President BARCO VARGAS (Colombia) (interpretation from Spanish): First of

all, I wish to convey my greetings and congratulations to you, Sir, on your

election to the presidency of the General Assembly. Your vast experience and

proven diplomat skill assure us that you will guide our deliberations with

intelligence and even-handedness.

I also wish to thank and congratulate Ambassador Jaime de Pinies for his

endeavours during the fortieth session of the General Assembly.

Similarly, I wish to express my support and admiration for the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, whose report to the Assembly

reveals not only his thorough knowledge of international problems but also his

faith in multilateral solutions based on the principles of the united Nations.

As the head of State of Colombia, I come here to reaffirm my country's

confidence in the role of the United Nations in this disturbing period of history

and to urge that the serious problems of our region be duly dealt with.
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My country contributed effectively to the founding of the United Nations and

of the inter-American system. Our legal tradition gives us authority to offer our

good offices whenever required and also our firm support for the aspirations and

hopes of the international community and its representative organizations.

As I had ~asion to state quite recently, at the General Assembly of the

Organization of American States, we have faith in the principles of coexistence

regulated by law. Hence our concern about the deterioration of peaceful

coexistence in Central America, and hence our readiness to continue with our good

offices in the Contadora Group. We are motivated by an undeniable commitment to

peace and the desire to avoid a generali~ation of the conflict situation in that

area of our continent.

The influence and the prestige of the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries will

increase only to the extent that it acts dynamically and independently, serving the

interests of developing countries, and to the extent that it serves as a democratic

and positive link between conflicting Powers. Only thus will it contribute to

world detente, to arms control, to the peaceful settlement of conflicts and to the

building of an international economic order based on justice and respect for the

right of every people to choose freely its own future.

One of the factors having the greatest effect on the prospects for progress in

our developing countries is foreign debt. The statistics are overwh~lming. Many

countries suffer mass unemployment, in some cases more than 15 per cent of the

labour force, as well as a generalized trend to recession, which is showing few

signs of abatement - all this added to a worrisome decrease in international trade.
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Yesterday, at the forty-first annual meeting of the International Monetary

Fund (]MF) and the Wlrld Bank, I referred to the various aspects of the critical

situation of indebtedness in several colmtries of our ccntinent and to the

prospects for OI7ercoming the situation. I did the same in October 1985 in letter s

I addressed to Fidel Castro, President of Cuba, and Aldwin Clausen, President of

the Wlrld Bank, with regards to the Assembly to be held in Seoul. I referred to

the disquieting phenomenon of the flight of capital fran tatin America, a region

which, because of the problems of foreign debt has become a net exporter of capital

and, in those letters, I analysed the adjustment programmes begun lDlder the

sponsorship of the IMF.

I also refer reo to the need to avoid any form of protectionism on the part of

the industrialized countries and to prOl7ide preferential access to their markets

for the COlllllOdities, manufactures and services of the developing countr ies. The

specialized agencies of the international system and the united Nations have very

clear responsibilities at this time. We must stop the £1001 of resources from

developing to industrialized countries.

Similarly, with all due considerations, there should be plans for adjuSbnent

programmes and restructuring. The burden that this places c.n debtor countries

should not be borne by the poorest classes of society, thus making an already

explos ive si tuation more difficult and untenable. In the case of Africa, even

though its debt is moderate compared with that of tatin lWerica, its economic

capacity is extremely fragile and thus the situation is no less serious.

Terror ism and the drug traffic consti tute cr imes against mank ind which put to

the test the sturdiest defence mechanisms of our societies. In this forum we have

heard condemnations of these cr imes, and today, more than ever, when so many

innocent lives have been lost in vandal is tic attacks, we must denounce such

crimes. On this occasion I join in the justified and outraged universal

condeIIllation of these outbursts of barbarism.
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Colombia is fighting a bead-on battle against the prodw:tion of, trading in

and consumption of narcotic drugs. In this heroic struggle magistrates, judges and

government officials have died, .among them a ~inister of justiceJ and members of

the armed forces of the Republic, well-known journalists and ordinary men and women

have also sacrificed their lives in the line of duty.

Although we have paid an extremely high and painful price, I wish to state in

this Assembly that my country will not waver in its struggl~ against such barbarous

crimes. Por this struggle to be successful it is essential that the countries with

the highest l~vels of consumption of these degrading substances put into practice,

as is finally being done, co-ordinated p~ogrammes to penalize and discourage the

consumption of and trade in drugs of this type. Here, as well as in other fields

of our joint battle against terrorism, it is imperative to have understanding and

co-ordination among all civilized nations. Colombia is ready to participate in

agreements and action along these lines.

The enormity of the sums of money States devote to developing new technologies

of annihilation and to manUfacturing instruments of death and destruction makes

even the strongest spirits fearful. The resources used up in this endeavour could

well be devoted to alleViating the sufferings of mankind and speeding its

development and progress.
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Latin America, which seemed to be far removed from the risks of nuclear

contamination, must now carefully examine what is happening elsewhere in the world,

including the peaceful use of nuclear energy, and must exercise care in its own

utilization of such energy.

Last year, the world reviewed with justified pride the achievements of the

united Nations. There had been 40 years of maintaining world peace and striving

towards development and international justice. More than 60 world leaders came

here on the occasion of that anniversary celebration to renew their confidence in

the Organization.

We must now look ahead. We are less than 14 years away from the third

millenium of our era. War and peace, development, human rights, the rational use of

outer space and of the oceans, all these are matte£s for which the United Nations

provides a natural forum for international discussion and for the attainment of

effective compromises, through negotiations, in order to move forward.

But side by side with those international problems, there are others,

seemingly domestic, that call for the solidarity of the international community. I

refer to the increasing disparity between those who share in the benefits of

civilization and those who are inexorably shut off from them.

Thp poor, the victims of discrimination, the unemployed, peasants who cannot

produce what they need, children who perish daily because of hunger and disease

that could, without too much effort, be cured, refugees, SOuth African blacks:

those are injustices, those are inequalities that become more intolerable with each

day on a planet which - and this is true - is able to overcome them.

Alone, a way out of such situations cannot be found, together, we can create a

better world. Mankind, if it wishes to do so, can alleviate hunger, poverty,

disease and ignorance. The maans exist. The technology exists. However, resolve

is lacking.
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If that were forthcoming, we would have a world Organization devoted to

building a more just society, and that enhanced society would better serve the

world Organization.

Ho~ must once again arise and inspire the actions of the international

community. The Organization must adapt to the vision of the different world for

which we hope, a world vastly different from the world of the founders at San

Francisco. In order to do this, action is needed in at least four areas.

The United Nations must establish a limited list of priorities and promote and

administer them with the best possible expertise ar~ effectiveness.

The Secretary-General, who acts on behalf of the large, the medium-sized and

the small States alike, must have the necessary instruments and support to carry

out his delicate task to the full.

The peoples of the united Nations must have greater access to our

deliberations and greater responsibility in programme implementation.

The financial costs of the Organization, once its purposes have been restated,

must be more generously borne by all Members, including the poorest. That is the

only way in which we can prove our commitment.

So far we have managed to avoid another world conflagration. The awareness of

poverty and inequality must lead to their elimination with the same vigour with

which we have repUdiated war. This is the ideal of our time: to wage war against

injustice and inequality. If we make up our minds to do so, it will take us less

than 40 years, and we will have consolidated the peace.

Today, I would ask the international community to reaffirm its commitment to

the total eradication of poverty. Among the many threats confronting our world,

none has been as constant as poverty. The so-called progress made over the 41

years of the United Nations can be measured in terms of the number of people who

continue to live in utter poverty. In recent years that number has grown

significantly, and today it includes one fourth of mankind.
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No other problem requires swifter or more urgent action. I shall return to

this point in greater detail later in my statement. When I assumed the presidency

of the Republic of Colombia last AugUGt~ I invited several Heads of State and

representataives of friendly Governments present in my country to join in an

all-out battle against utter poverty, which is the root cause of so many political,

social and economic ills.

At that time, I voiced some ideas that I should like to repeat here today. I

said:

-Extreme poverty cannot be accepted as the inevitable consequence of natural

differences between men, nor can it be accepted as & characteristic of

still-backward societies beset by want. I am convinced that for those who

will in the future have thft responsibility of governing, the major challenge

will be to overcome the barrier poverty has set up before us.-

The maintenance of harmony and the achievement of peace have a special

significance in each country, one that can be identified only with the constant and

determined search for social justice. Yesterday, before the Assembly of the World

Bank and International Monetary Fund, I stated that problems of the developing

countries are not only extremely serious but that they have become even worse

because of the weaknesses of the present international ~conomic situation.

Here, before this Assembly, I do not wish to conceal the fact that in my own

country, Colombia, despite efforts to achieve development and the wellbeing of the

people, we are at present confronting a tragic reality with regard to poverty. Of

the population of Colombia, 25% - in other words, 6.5 million people - are living

in abject poverty. Overt unemployment and underemployment affect more than one

third of the economically active population.
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Faced with that" situation, my Government has taken urgent measures. It has

sent to Congress bills to introduce prompt a}~ effective reforms in the structures

of the agrarian and urban economies. It has ardered iIll11ediate action in programmes

for improving drinking water supplies, housing, health and nutrition, and it is

preparing to implement an emergency employment plan aimed at drawing up a set of

programmes and projects for the elimination of what is classified as abject poverty.

I appeal to the countries of Latin America, and to the whole world, as well as

to international organizations, to take united action against this degrading social

scourge, and to that end we hope we can continue to enjoy the support of the united

Nations Development Programme.

I therefore wish to ask the Secretary-General to convene the responsible

officials of all the relevant agencies of the United Nations system to establish

the bases of a programme for immediate action against abject poverty, with the

particular aim of submitting it to the Governments of Latin America and the

Caribbean. Such action would help create the impetus and the means to enable us to

build a new society in our countries in which everyone can be sure of a minimum

level of well-being.

The results will come about mere quickly and will be more substantial if that

action goes hand in hand with an emergency financing progra~~e with the

participation of the industrialized countries and the international agencies.

We know very well that the primary responsibility rests with each of our

countries, and we have assumed that responsibility, calling for support and

sacrifices from all social sectors, especially those at the higher income levels.

But we are also aware that the situation we face makes it necessary to have the

co-operation of the industrialized countries. This task is one of unknown

dimensions and calls for united decision-making and efforts.
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ColOl'lbia offers to host a aeeting of all the countries of the region, the

industrialized countries and the develop~ng countries which may wish to make

proposals and exch3nge informat~on about useful experience in the great battle of

our civilization against abject poverty.

I ask you, Mr. President, and all representatives to accept the gratitude and

commitment of a Colombian, a South American, who hopes to see the whole continent a

beacon of peace, well-being and freedom for the human race.

The PRESIDENT: On behalf of the General Assembly, I wish to thank the

President of the Republic of Colombia for the important statement he has just

made.

Mr. Virgilio Barco Vargas, President of the Republic of Colombia, was escorted

from the General Assembly Hall.

AGENDA ITEM 9 (continued)

GENERAL DEBATE

Mr. MAYNARD (Bahamas): On behalf of the Government and people of a

fellow Commonwealth nation, I have the honour to congratulate you, Sir, on your

assumption of the presidency of the General Assembly at its forty-first session.

The fact that our Governments are closely linked through several agreements makes

it all the more pleasurable for me to exp~ess my delegation'S willingness to assist

you in your onero-.Js task.

I wish to pay a tribute, Mr. President, to your predecessor,

Don Jaime de Pinies, who performed admirably under very difficult circumstances.

It is no exaggeration to say that from one of the most experienced, skilful and

affable diplomats the General Assembly expected, and received nothing less than,

expert leadership.
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Last year, during the celebration of the fortieth anniversary of the united

Nations, an earnest reassessment of the Organization was made. Its notable

achiev~ents were highlighted and many of its shortcomings were emphasized. It

cannot be disputed that the Organization has played a significant role in prollOting

interdependence and has been a stabilizing influence in a turbulent world.*

*~. Thompson (Fiji), Vice-President, took the Chair.
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Yet a higher level of international co-operation is vital if we are to settle

our problems. Hence, all countries have a stake in strengthening the

organ iza tion's capab ili ty to meet the needs of mank ind.

The achievement of peace is in the best interest of all States. It is timely,

therefore, that the United Nations has proclaimed 1986, the year after its fortieth

anniversary, the International Year of Peace. The dedication of this year to peace

underlines the foremc.st purpose enshrined in the United Nations Charter: to

maintain international peace and secur ity. It is only in a peaceful environment,

wether local, regional or global, that we can hope to implement the significant

and lasting improvements in the quality of life that are so desperately needed

around the world.

Regrettably, the growing trend towards unilateral action tends to undermine

the organization IS central role in dealing with pressing global problems. Further,

progress is urgently needed in coping with the financial crisis of the united

Nations, arresting the erosion of multilateral~"'<:~r particularly in the area of

international teade and debt, halting escalation «::f the arms race, conbating

terrorism, reducing international tensions, interdicting the trafficking in

narcotic drugs and psychotropic substances, and ending the racist policies of the

GoYernment of South Africa.

we are all acutely aware of the financial problems which threaten to cause the

United Nations to disintegrate. Earlier this year the crisis not only intensified

but threatened the ability of the Organization to protect the principles for which

it was founded. A disastrous end was averted owing to creative and determined

responses promoted by the dedication and determination of the secretary-General,

Mc. Javier Perez de Cuellar. His forthright decisions and tireless efforts have

been instrumental in persuading Menber States to keep the Organization intact and

its high principles alive. It is evident that there is nuch more to be done, but

,.
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I sense that the uncertainty which surromded the survival of the tbited Nations

has abated to some degree. We, as Member States, muse co-operate more than ever

before in carrying out the necessary recommendations to ensure the coo",:inued

eJCistence and effectiveness of the unimd Natioos.

Qle of the organization's most pressing responsibilities concerns the issue of

disarmament. In 1978, at the first special sessioo devoted to disarmament, the

General AsselIbly J.manimously reaffirmed the goal of the tbited Nations totally to

eliminate atom~c weapons and to ensure that atomic energy would be used solely for

peaceful purposes. In the ensuing years various measures have been p~oposed to

achieve this 901'\1, including the destruction of and cessatioo of the prodJctioo of

nuclear weapons, a cut-off in the production of weapon-grade fissionable uaterial

and the establishment of nuclear-weapon-free zones.

In essence, even the super-Powers and other militarily significant States

agree with the view that any further escalation of the arms race would pose untold

dangers for the survival of mankind. However, there seems to be an atti tude of

indifference and inflexibility until an actual disaster occur s. Cer ta inly history

supports the naxim that prevention is better than cure.

The Bahamas is heartened by the very stroog universal public oppositioo to the

escalation of the arms race. we note the growing nul'lber of non-governmental

organizations and church and civic groups, which are extremely active in this

regard and should be given as nuch encouragement as possible.

International peace and security have been endangered by acts of terrorism and

hostage-tak i09. An alarming nulIber of human lives have already been lost. The

Bahamas emphasizes that our times call for multilateral co-operation to find

solutions to the underlying problems that give rise to terrorisn. Efforts must

also be made:! to apply and strengthen the various mechanisms and instruments
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available to the international community as safeguards against this ClI'lgoing menace.

The Bahamas is also a party to the International Convention against the 'raking

of Hostages and has recently introduced legislation implementing the Convention on

the Prevention and Punishment of Crimes against Internationally Protected PersQ'ls,

including Diplonatic Agents. we also firmly support the recommendations of the

International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO), and other relevant instruments.

tilen we look ar.>und we observe conflicts in several regions of the world which

have increased the level of international tension. The Iran-Iraq war is still

ominous despite the many efforts of the secretary-General, the security Council and

other mediators to per suade the opponents to end a costly and destructive war.

Multilateral efforts to end the war must be intensified if the danger it poses to

the secur ity of the region is to be averted.

The Middle East continues to be a hotbed of tension and, besides the mounting

death toll and devastation of property and of the environment, thousands of people

are homeless and nomadic. The obstacles to peace and stability must be

realistically confrooted.

The conflict in western Sahara continues to escalate despite the appeals and

efforts of the international community. Also, turning to South west Africa, there

is no clear sign that Namibia will become a sovereign nation in the near future.

The question of Cyprus remains unsettled, despi te the occasions when a

solution seemed imminent.

In Afghanistan, the international conmunity must strive relentlessly to end a

conflict which has taken a grim toll of lives and which continues to exacerba te the

world refugee situation and to destroy families. We should not be deterred by the

absence of visible signs of movement by opposing sides to resolve this smouldering

oonfl ict.
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In our region of Iatin _erica and the Carii:lbean we have lOckets of ccnf1ict

and confrcntation whim require a greater Easure of peace and stability. Tbe

Bahaaas COIIaends the efforts of the Ccntadoca Group as a rea1istic approach to

quelling the conflict in Central llaerica. we would appeal to all parties involved

to give the process a reasonable chance.

The BabaJIaS is pleased to note that the issue of the security of s-.all States

is being addressed increasingly and aore aeaningfully in such international forWIIS

as the General AssellblYr the Ca.IOl1wealth, the Ckganization of American States the

Non-Aligned Mcnement and the thited Nations Conference on Trade and DeVelopment.
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At the regional level, the ainisters for foreign affairs of the Caribbean

CODlmunity, at their annual llieeting in Belize last June, repeated their call to the

interna.tional COIIUIunity to respect the right of every State, regardless of size, to

a peaceful, secure and sovereign existence and urged the aultilateral financial

institutions to respond to the special needs of su11, developing countries.

It is widely accepted that slllall States are parr' wlarly vulnerable. They are

dependent on multilateralism to prOJllOte a stable environaerlt in which development

can take ~lace and to erect barriers against the arbitrary use and abuse of

military, eccnomic or political power. '1'00 often, instability results from external

influences of an economic or military nature and from the deployment of mercenar ies

against national Gcwernments.

The par ticipants in a Coanonwealth colloquium on the special needs of small

States held in Nassau last year recognized the need for the international community

to continue to consider the constraints placed on small States and to consider

special measures to assist island developing coWltries to maintain and improve

their economic, political and social secur ity. small States do not deserve less

simply because of their size and they, too, have a significant part to play in the

process of strengthening international peace and collective aecur ity.

Drug trafficking and drug abuse are aggravating an already Ufsettled world

Climate. The destructive effects of that international phenomencn are undermining

the security, stability and socio-economic viabili ty of a growing numer of

States. The intense multilateral response to drug trafficking and drug abuse

offers good prospects for stemming t..J)e expansion of this menace. The Bahamas is

endeavour ing to participate actively in bringing to fruition notable international

ini tia tives, inclUding the new conven tion aga inst the iUlcit traffic in narcotic
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drugs and psycho"tropic substances, the meeting of the heads of narcotic law

enforcement agencies held in Vienna earlier this year and the International

Cooference (Xl Drug Abuse and Illicit Trafficking that is to be held in Vienna in

1987. T~e success of these and other initiatives is vital to the strengthening of

a canprehensive regime for drug cootrol.

kcommodation, balance and general agreement, particularly among the procilcer

cotmtries, the conswner countries and these countries in the chain of illicit

traffic, are being encouraged in all endeavours. In that way, new and creative

responses, including the forfeiture of the prcceeds of drug crimes, measures to

alleviate the special problems of transit States and the comprehensive

multidisciplinary framework for drug cootrol to be adopted at the Conference on

drug abuse next year, can provide an impetus to international efforts.

At the regional level, the Bahamas is pleased to be associa ted wi th the

decisive step taken by the Amer icas in the establishment of the Inter-Amer ican

Conunission 00 Narcotic Drugs. In our own sUbregion, the Caribbean Community is

resolute in its support for the promotion and developnent of a coherent strategy

for drug cootrol. This is coocomitant with our critical coocern to counteract the

organized and sophisticated international drug trafficking organizations which

ccntinue to exploit the vulnerability and strategic location of the area for the

trans-shipnent of narcotic drugs to North America and Europe. Those initiatives

are in keeping with the goals and objectives of the commiDity.

Bilaterally, the Bahamas - a transit State which procilces no narcotic drugs -

is co-operating very closely and successfully with the tbited States of America in

joint air, land and sea operations in the war against drug traffickers who would

use Bahamian territory to transfer their cargoes to the tbited States of America.

In the Bahamas, our natiooal p:>licy is to eradicate drug trafficking and drug abuse.
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In response to the nefarious practice of drug trafficking, ray Government will

soon present to Parliament a bUI on drug-trafficking offenses. The bill prOl7ides

new powers for tracing and freezing the proceeds of drug traffiCking and fo:: the

impos i tion of a confisca tion order en per scns conv icted of a dr ug offence. It also

prOl7ides for increased maximum periods of imprieomaent in default, in situations

where the amount of the confiscation order is not paid in full, and it defines new

offences consisting of assis.ting another person to retain the proceeds of drug

trafficking and of disclosing information likely to pcejudice a drug-trafficking

investigation.

Bahamian organizations and the general public have become sensitized to the

seriousness of the problem of drug abuse and are giVing positive assistance to the

national effor t. The Bahamas believes in the ability of the international

community to find lasting solutions to the problems of drug trafficking and drug

abuse, and we are conmitted to international drug control efforts, particularly the

work of the Commission en Narcotic Drugs and the forthcoming world Conference. It

is therefore our earnest hope that the international conmunity will suppor t our

candidature for those bodies.

The recovery and expansion in the industr ial and developed countr ies and

ecenomies have not for the most part been mirrored in the developing countries.

Many developing countr ies are obliged to adopt a p:>licy of structural adjustment

necessi ta ting reductions in imports and in domestic investment. The prospects for

recovery are further dimmed by the heavy debt burden.

Ecenomic interdependence is a reality. Where possible, it is in the interests

of all States to facilitate the flCN of resources from pr ivate and pUblic sources

to the developing countries and to grant free access to the trade of those

countr ies. Protectionist measures adopted by the developed countr ies that are
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detrimental to the eCCIlomic recOl1ery of the developing countries should be reviewed

and repealed.

In this regard, the Bahamas was heartened by the United Nations response to a

critical situatioo. By its convening of a special session of the General Assenbly

on the serious economic situatioo in Africa earlier this ~ar, the Organization

underlined the efficacy of the multilateral approach to issues of developi'ilental

assistance and support. That hiswr ic sessioo demonstrated that the United Natioos

is ready to consider the eCalomic problems of any region of the world

comprehensively and effectively. The five~ear progranme of action for Afr iea's

eCCllomic recOl1ery and development h"lS the full support of the Government and people

of the Commonwealth of the Bahamas.

The Bahamas concurs with the view of the 8ecretary-General that tapping the

resources of Africa, a cootinent rich in physical and human resources, would go a

loog way towards meeting the aspirations of its people and at the same time

coo tr ibu ting to the ecooomic and social well-being of the reg~on and of the whole

world.

The Bahamas is impressed by the determination and commitment of the Afr ican

countries themselves to launch programmes for their economic development and to

take upon themselves the bulk of the burden of the estimated S128 billion required

to implement the five-year programme of action.
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The racist policy of apartheid of the Government of SOUth Africa has as its

foundation diser imination and denationalization and brutal repression of the black

majority. The rising tide of black resistance to apartheid is evidenee that the

black majority will no longer be patient. It is undaunted by the brutal and savage

repression and by the frequent and lengthy sta tes of emergency, and it has

courageously defied the state of emergency imposed in June of this year, the tenth

anniversary of the SOWeto uprising. Racial desegregatioo, social justice and the

abolition of apartheid are now considered by many as life-and-death issues.

The racist South African regime is obstinately determined to maintain white

supremacy at all Q)sts. It has failed to heed the appeals of the international

communi ty, including the uni ted Na tions and the Commonweal th, to l,Dder take

fundamental changes in the system of apartheid. It has dislcredi ted the call for

peaceful change by itself resorting to repression and brutalityo It has refused to

negotiate with credible blad; leaders within South Africa.

At a meeting in London last August, seven Heads of Government of the

COUIIlOnwealth determined that no concrete progress had been made in dismantling

apartheid since the Nassau meeting of Commonwealth Heads of GoI7ernment. The seven

leaders re-examined the situation as mandated in the Nassau ~cord on southern

Africa and were disappointed that Pretoria had taken none of the substantive

suggestions put forward in the Nassau ~cord. In fact, the report of the

Commonwecl th Eminen t Persons Group concluded that the absence of effective economic

pressure on South Africa and the belief that pressure need not be feared were

delaying change.

The COiIIIlOnwealth Eminent Persons Group contended that the worst blood-bath

since the second World War might occur in South Africa if the GoI1ernment there felt

that it did not have to fear effective economic measures. The only way to deal

with Pretoria is severely to increase economic sanctions.
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Begk:'ettably, the SOUth African GcWeruent is Mt ineerested in negotiations at

this time, and has consciously lIOVed away frOll any realistic negotiating process"

Hence, the international COIU:mit.~· has no aeaningful alternative to adopting

economic sanctions against South Africa. Otherwise, the only logical projection is

that South Africa is headed into an increasingly violent and bloody struggle, after

which power-stc;o.ring will for all pcactical purposes be out. of the question.

The Bahamas cmcurs with the secretary-Generalis adlllalition to the Wotld

Conference on sanctions against Racist South Africa, held last June, that

-it is high time for the South African Gcwernment to realize that time is

running out for a negotiated settlement and to understand that its defiance of

the international COImIll.nity as a 1IIhole cannot be tolerated indefinitely.·

Since South Afr ica does not intend to abandon its apartheid policy

voluntarily, wat is required is a range of econaaic sanctions sufficiently costly

to compel South Africa to initiate the process of dialogue with representatives of

the African Natiooal Ca'lgress of south Africa and other legitimate ocganizations of

the black population with a view to establishing a nm-racial representative

government. There is no need to add that the immediate release of Nelson Mandela

would be essential to the process.

Further, the sovereign States, neighbours of South Africa, ought to be

protected from the incursions and bollbings by the south African mili tary, which

murders innocent civilians and wreaks costly damage on their national health and

strength. In this International Year of Peace, Cl United Nations presence in

strategically related areas of Africa would go a long way towards saving the

frent-line States from the force and injustices imposed on them by south Africa IS

economic and military might.
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A just and non-racial society in Sou th Afd.ca would enhance the peace and

stabUity of the whole southern African region, for the front-line States would no

longer be the victims of a strategy of destabilization, direct military incursion

and economic coercion. Accordingly, the Bahamas encourages the United Natioos and

all its Member States, especially those wi th significant ecooomic relations wi th

South Africa, to implement effective economic sanctions with a view to abolishing

apartheid.

We believe too that resolute measures ought to be taken by all States that

support self-determinaticn, deIIDcracy and human rights to persuade south Africa to

implemen t the plan for Namib ian independence adopted in the fr amewor k of Secur i ty

Council resolution 435 (1978). Ec:ooomic considerations and appeasement of SOUth

Afr ica will fur ther delay the independence of Namib ia. In th is I nter national Year

of Peace it is difficult for this august body to ra tionalize the continued

subjugation of the people of Namibia. We are confident, hGlever, that

international commitment to the decolooizatioo process will ensure that Namibia

takes its seat in this Organization at an early date.

To be effective, the the broad objectives of the Charter of this Organization

require the fullest measure of support from as many sovereign nations as possible.

The purposes set forth in the Charter are universal in scope, and to our minds can

best be achieved by an organization with a universal membership. It would

therefore seem to be advantageous, especially in this International Year of Peace,

for all sovereign States that express their willingness to subscribe to the Charter

to be allowed menbership of this Organizatioo. Universality of ment>ership WOUld, I

submit, not only increase the opportunities for dialogue, but also make a p:>sitive

ccntribution to the maintenance of international peace and security.
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It augurs well Eor the Organization that throughout the 1380s many resolutions

relating to the social issues on its agenda have been adopted by consensus. In

particular, the Bahamas has followed with interest matters related to youth, as

perons under the age of 30 cxmstitute nearly three quarters of our population. The

Bahamas was pleased to participate in the united Nations World Conference for the

International Youth Year, held during the fortieth session of the General

Assenbly. The guide-lines for follow-up action to the International Youth Year are

given due attention in the formulation of policies and progranmes of the Ministry

of Youth, the National Youth Advisory COlUlcil and other relevant organizations.

In closing, allow me to emphasize that the international conmunity should not

be thwarted by any conflict or tragedy which might mar the International Year of

Peace. This body was organized at the close of the "war to end all war s". Its

objective is to maintain international peace and security and to make military

o:mflicts obsolete by entrenching the process of dialogue and negotiation as the

valid means of solving diffel'ences between nations, regardless of size, political

influence and military or economic strength. The challenge, then, is to

demonstrate through renewed determination and commitment that the goals of

universal peace and security can be achieved.

The in terna tional commlUli ty may be ass ured that the Bah amas r ema ins commi t ted

to the fundamental principles enshrined in the Charter. The Bahamas stands firm in

its conviction that the multilateral process must be maintained and strengthened if

stability, order and justice are to prevail.
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Mr. A£-SBARA (Syrian ~rab Republic) (interpretation from Arabic): On

behalf of the delegation of the Syrian Arab Republic and on my own behalf, I am

pleased at the outset of this statement to extend to Ambassador Choudhury our

sincere congratulations on his election to the presidency of the forty-first

session of the General Assembly. His election to this distinguished post is a

source of deep satisfaction to us, eince he represents a friendly country with

which Syria has ancient, historical ties. Moreover, both our countries are members

of the Conference of the Islamic Organization and the Movement of Non-Aligned

Countries. We are confident that his diplomatic experience and political skills

will contribute to the success of our work and place the General Assembly on the

road to the attainment of its goals.

We also take this opportunity to express our appreciation to

Mr. Jaime de Pinies, whose efficiency and wisdom contributed greatly to the success

of the fortieth session of the General Assembly.

I am also duty bound to express our deep appreciation to the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for the strenuous efforts he has

been making to enhance the role of the United Nations and to reaffirm adherence to

its Charter and principles in the conduct of international relations - and all this

for the benefit of mankind and the cause of freedom and world peace. We are very

happy that he has resumed his duties following his recovery, and we wish him the

best of health.

This time last year we in this Hall witnessed an imPOrtant event - not merely

the commemoration of the fortieth anniversary of the founding of the united

Nations, but also the exceptional opportunity afforded to leaders and

representatives of the Governments of the entire world to review the achievements

of our international Organization and to assess its failures since its inception.
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It also afforded an Opportunity to analyse and discuss the aspirations and concerns

of the countries of the world with regard to the major issues and crises which the

Organization has so far been unable to solve.

Summarizing our general impressions of that important event, we could conclude

that no representative of any country of the world, large or small, strong or weak,

was able to paint a reassuring or optimistic picture of mankind's future in the

shadow of an escalating nuclear-arms race on earth. And what would the situation

be if such a race were to spread beyond the earth and spill over into outer space?

Furthermore, none of the representatives of the countries of the world, rich or

poor, advanced or developing, was able to speak with confidence about the future of

their countries' national economies, as a result of the continuing crises in, and

unpredictable fluctuations of, the world economy.

It was abundantly clear that the countries of the world had two major motives

in commemorating the fortieth anniversary: The first was the fact that 40 years

had passed since the end of the Second World War without a third world war. The

second was that the United Nations has continued to exist, as the only

international organization to which the countries of the world may resort in order

to lodge their complaints and solve their problems.

Although we in no way belittle the great significance of those two

international achievements, it still should not be forgotten that the number of

victims of wars and acts of aggression backed by world imperialism during the past

40 years - beginning with the Korean war and continuing through Viet Nam, the

Middle East, Africa and Latin America - has not been fewer than the number of those

who fell in the Second World War. Moreover, we should not disregard the fact that

the united Nations has been unable to reach appropriate and just solutions to many

serious crises in the world - not to speak of the financial and political pressures
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to which this international Organization has been subjected of late, with the aim

of d~inishing its role and reducing its effectiveness.

The countries of the third world which in the past paid a heavy price in blood

and sweat in their long and arduous confrontations with the forces of old

colonialism are today still paying a heavy price, one way or another, in their

current confrontations with world tmperialism and neo-colonialism. That is a

well-established fact and I need not dwell on it. Our international organization

must pay attention to this confrontation with the forces of world imperialism and

neo-colonialism and assign to it a higher priority, like that given to the question

of decolonization.

The cause of peace in the world is indivisible. Peace has always been and

continues to be the dream of mankind. World peace, however, can be achieved only

by liquidating the regional strongholds of imperialism, racism and neo-colonialism,

because those strongholds, those vestiges of imperialism are the main source of

finance which feeds the military machine of those Powers, and propels them towards

strategic superiority in the internqtional arena, as a sure means of safeguarding

their interests in those areas of the world.

Because of its economic and strategic importance, our Arab region is still the

ideal strategic position, the one most coveted by the forces of imperialism. Those

forces have been aided and abetted by the settlar-colonialist invasion with which

they have allied themselves in our region. That invasion was planned in the

capitals of the colonial Powers and since 1948 has been and still is carried out by
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world ZioniSM in stages, with the continuing and escalating support of the colonial

Powers and world i1IperialiSJI, especially the United States of Aaerica. Relations

between Israel and the united StatE'S of AJlerica have in recent years reached the

level of strategic alliance, not only in the regional but also in the international

context. That is evident from Israelis participation in the strategic Defense

Initiativ-a - also known as .• I;ar welrs·.

(
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Despite our earnest desire over the years that the Arab-Israeli conflict

should not spread beyond the regional context, the United States of America has

systematically insisted on being a party to the conflict, owing to its blind bias

in favour of Israel. Thus it has put its military arsenals and the Federal

Treasury at Israelis disposal.

The affirmation of this blind bias has not been linked by any means to the

statements and deeds of united States officials, which have been so numerous that

there is no room to ~i te them in detail here. It has also been manifested in the

emergence of American groups which vie with the Zionist lobby itself in propagating

racist hyster ia aga inst the A~abs, whom they accuse of being a nation of

terrorists. Such groups act on the theory that God created the united States of

America to protect and defend Israel. In their book, opposition to Israel is

defiance of God IS will, and support for Israeli animosity against the Arabs is

obeying Godls bidding. Is it reasonable to claim that God discriminates between

the human beings created by Him and exalts one PeOple at the expense of another?

Is it reasonable that God should will the existence of a people whose task it is to

attain for another people whatever the latter desires?

I sr ael, which has made millions of Arabs homeless and dr iven them from their

homeland, Palestine, carries out racist, terrorist practices against the Arab

population languishing under Israeli occupation in the west Bank, the Gaza Strip,

the Golan Heights and southern Lebanon. Hence, Israel should be the last country

in the wor ld to accuse others of terror ism. Israel is the mother source and the

root cause of terror ism in our region. This reality cannot be a1 tered by

distortion of facts and concepts by a mass media machine operated by

Zionist-imper ial ists which is intent on misleading wexld public opinion on an

unprecedented scale. Israelis objective behind these campaigns and calumnies is
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not to conbat terrorism, which we, together with the entire world, coodemn, but

rathe.r to try to justify the State terrorism practised by itself and by the United

States of America against the Arabs and delude the Governments and peoples of the

world into believing that the struggle of the Arabs to liberate their occupied

territories and regain their usurped rights is a reprehensible act of terrorism.

we are firmly convinced that such attempts are doomed to failure sooner or later.

History has taught us that national resistance to invaders and occupiers vanquishes

the vociferous clamour of colooialists, occupiers and their lackeys and will for

ever respald to the call of liberation and independence.

We, the Arabs, whether we live in our mother land or in the countr ies of

expatriation, are not to be intimidated by the systenatic racist ccmpaigns aimed at

branding us with terrorism. Such hostile campaigns, contrary to the wishes of

their perpetrators, are bound to alert world pubic opinion to the hoax and raise

certain logical questions. Why did this terrorism take place? What are its

notives? Was it possible for the Israeli invasion of Lebanon, the destruction of

whole towns and Villages in the south, the eviction of its inhabitants, the

shelling of Beirut wi th thousands of tons of American-made bombs for 90 consecutive

days - was it possible for all this to take place without any reaction? Why should

the Palestinians ccntinue to be de pr ived of the right to return to their hanes and

properties, while Israel impudently insists that certain countries should allow

Jews to emigrate to Israel? SUch questions will cootinue to be asked until the

world at large comes to realize who is the true terrorist, who is going unpunished,

who is the victim and who deserves all possible support and solidarity.

The United Nations is called upon today more urgently than ever before to make

a concerted international effort to draw a clear line between terror ism and

resistance, so that it may be able to make an effective, constructive contribution

•
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to putting an end to the cycle of violence and comter-violence that has engulfed

our regim and other regicns of the wor ld.

While we fully appreciate that Israel's motives in strmgly opposing such

internatimal efforts, tihich would expose its pretexts and unmask its aggressive,

expansimist intentims, we fail to see the logic of the United States

Administratim's opposition to such joint internatimal efforts, while it gives top

priority in its foreign policy to combating terrorism. We can understand such a

pes i tion ooly in the light of the bl ind bias of the th i ted Sta tes in favo ur of

Israel, a country that would have the world believe that legitimate national

res istance is terror ism and that systemtic Sta te terror ism is legitimte

self-de fence •

This American p:>sitim, in which we can see no justifiable moral or political

interest of the tllited States, clearly indicates that the thited States

Administration is more concerned with defending the p:>licies of aggression

practised by Israel than with the lives of its innocent citizens, who have been and

continue to be subjected to acts of retaliation generated by this Amer ican

positioo. Israel and the united States of America have engaged in acts of State

terrorism through the hijacking of Arab civil aircraft and the bCllOOing of a nunber

of Arab capitals and other cities, the latest of which were the American acts of

aggressim and barbaric raids on the residential neighbourhoods of Tripoli and

Benghazi.

The Syr ian Arab Republic has declared more than once its readiness to

ccntribute to any joint internatimal effort to comat terrorism. This was clearly

stated in President Hafez Assad's address in Athens on 27 May 1986 during a State

visit to Greece. The Syr ian Arab Republic does not stop at a mere declaration of

its p:>sition. It has actually put this into practice through its backing of
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Lebanese and Palestinian resistance to the Israeli occupation on the CIle hand and

its sinceI' e condemnatiCll of all forms of ter ror ism on the other. As everybody

knows, the Syrian Arab Republic has given and cootinues to give humanitarian

assistance with the aim of saving the lives r:f scores of American, French and other

ci tizens kidnapped in Lebanoo. If we have not been able so far to save all the

persoos kidnapped, this is beeause of the complexities of the sibJation in

Lebanon. The aim of our presence in Lebanon is well known. It is to help our

Lebanese brothers put an end to the bloodshed and achieve national reconciliation

among themselves, not to replace them or rule them.

The Syr ian Arab Republic will remain colIltlitted to these concepts and

pr inciples regarding the evil of terror ism and the right to resist, regardless of

whether the hostile campaigns of defamatioo continue or cease. As

President Bafez Assad said in Athens:

"We are on the side of resistance and liberatioo everywhere and against

terrorism in any part of the world."

The Middle East region, which has been divided and fragmented by the schemes

of coloni3lists and the Ziooist settlers' wars against the Arabs, cannot enjoy

genuine peace as loog as Israel continues to occupy Arab lands and usurp

Palestinian rights, and as long as the united States cootinues to give its

unlimited support to this Israeli policy of aggression, expansion and terror. It

changes nothing that the Americans and the Israelis claim that they want peace. It

changes nothing that some Arab regimes fall into the Israel i-AIDer iean trap or try

to deceive the cOlmtries of the world by using more or less opportunistic phrases

relating to peace, phrases that are used by the Amer ieans and the Israelis whenever

the world public becomes seriously concer.ned about the explosive situation in the

Middle East and the effect it may have on world peace and security.

I
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An ex.ination of American-Israeli clai_ and state.mu shows without any

doubt that Israeli and AIIerican officials have not budged one inch frOll their

well-known positions. They want peace and security for Israel. Frail the Arabs

they want capitulation and acceptance of hegellODY. This was laid down in the Caup

David Accords and has been reaffirmed recently at the Ifrane and Alexandria

meetings. Such a course of action, hQlever, completely igncxes the fact that real

peace can never be achieved against peoples' will or at the expense of their rights

and national interests.

•
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We, the Arabs, have a genuine interest in peace, and we are the people whO are

struggling to achieve peace. But peace has its roots and fundamental

prerequisites. There can be no peace in the presence of aggression and

occupation. Nor can there be peace while rights continue to be usurped. Peace can

only be achieved through the elimination of aggression, the ending of occupation

and the restoratio~ of Arab rights, foremost among which is the right of the

Palestinian Arab people to repatriation, their right to self-determination and

their right to an independent State on their native soil. The road to peace is an

international conference under the auspices of the united Nations, attended by the

permanent members of the Security Council and all the parties concerned.

Lebanon continues to suffer under Israel's continuing occupation of parts of

its territories and Israel's interference in its internal affairs, the sowing of

hatred among its citizens and the obstruction of efforts to achieve accord and

peace in Lebanon.

Despite Lebanon's difficult circumstances which arise from infighting and the

Israeli invasion, syria will never cease to discharge its obligations dictated by

the links of brotherhood between itself and Lebanon. The Obstacles placed by

Israel and the united States of America will not discourage Syria from extending

help to the brotherly people of Lebanon. We shall keep extending that help until

the Lebanese people achieve national reconciliation, liberate their territories

from Israeli occupation, and regain their full role within the Arab fold and the

international community. The sad events endured recently by the united Nations

troops in southern Lebanon are the result of Israel's continued occupation and its

refusal, from the outset, to allow the deployment of those troops along the

borders, leaving them dispersed inside Lebanese territories and unable to carry out

their mandate laid down in Security Council resolution 425 (1978).

•
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The canplete withdrawal of the Israeli forces from all Lebanese territories and the

deployment -of the United Natioos forces aloog the borders will help to pacify the

situation in southern Lebanon and restore normal life to its inhabitants who, for

many loog years, have suffered Wlder Israeli occupatioo, with its barbaric

practices and interference in their daily life.

The persistence of the Pretoria regime in its racist policies, acts of

aggression, occupation of Namibia and defiance of the will of the international

community require the application of comprehensive mandatory sanctions against that

regime in accordance wi th Chapter VII of the United Nations Charter until the

elimination of apartheid and the accession to immediate independence by Namibia on

the basis of security Council resolution 435 (1978).

The close collabor ation between the Pretor ia and Tel Aviv regimes, des igned to

break the will of the Arabs and Africans and lndermine their peoples' aspirations

should be strongly condemned. Those two racist regimes should be isolated in the

international arena, and an end put to their racist and expansionist policies.

The question of Cyp~us is a source of deep concern to the Mediterranean

countries. Any solution to this problem should be based on the implementation of

the relevant United Nations resolutions so as to preserve for the Republic of

Cyprus its sovereignty, independence, territorial integrity and non-alignment.

We support the efforts of the Government of the Democratic People's Republic

of Korea to reuni te the Korean homeland by peaceful means and to achieve the

withdrawal of all foreign troops from South Korea, and we support its call to

convert the Korean Peninsula into a zone of peace free of mili tary bases and

nuclear weap:>ns.

, •
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We support the Government of Afghanistan in defense of its country's

independence, sovereignty and non-alignment. We wish success to the steps taken to

solve the difficulties existing between Afghanistan and its neighbours, to whom we

are linked by close historical ties.

The continuing deterioration of the situation in Central America and the

Caribbean requires a settlement of the problems of that region in accordance with

the wishes of their peoples without outside interference. We support the

initiative of the Contadora countries in this connection and strongly condemn the

external pressures against, and interference in, the internal affairs of Nicaragua

by the United States of America. We denounce the contempt shown by the united

States of America towards the ruling of the International Court of Justice with

respect to Nicaragua's just complaint.

The arms race at the international level imperils mankind and exposes it to

the gravest of dangers, foremost among which is the danger of a nuclear world war,

whether by mistake or through a sense of superiority. We, therefore, consider

every effort designed to reduce nuclear weapons as a step towards their final

elimination, an important factor that would help to enhance international peace and

security.

On this occasion, we applaud the constructive disarmament initiative of the

soviet Union, specifically the unilateral moratorium on nuclear tests. At the same

time, we denounce the American Strategic Defense Initiative designed to militarize

outer space, and strongly condemn Israel's involvement in that programme.

The issue of disarmament and the elimination of nuclear weapons is a most

serious one. It requires an urgent solution that would save future generations

from the continuing dangers that threaten mankind with self-destruction. Any delay

in finding such a solution will only render it more difficult or even impossible in
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the future. In the meantime, billions of dollars are being spent on weapons at the

expense of the basic needs of peoples and their development, as well as at the

expense of the contributions of the industrialized countries towards combating

starvation, poverty and disease suffered by some developing countries.

The ~~rld, as it celebrates this year the International Year of Peace, hopes

that our work at this session will achieve tangible progress towards building a

better world in which justice and peace prevail, and all aSPeCts of oppression,

injustice and exploitation of man by man disappear.

It is essential that the international community intensify its efforts to

avert the dangers which beset mankind and curb the continuing deterioration of the

international situation, which will place the world on the brink of a terrifying

disaster, the aftermath of which will spare no one.

This world Organization, which remains the most appropriate forum for solving

all outstanding international problems and achieving progress, deserves all our

support so tht it may be enabled to play its effective and useful role in

contemporary internatic"~l relations in accordance with the purposes and principles

of the Charter.
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Mr. CHNOUPEK (Czechoslovakia) (interpretation from Russian): I should

like to congratulate Mr. Choudhury on his election to the presidency of the

forty-first session of the United Nations General Assemblf. and to wish him every

success in his responsible post.

In these difficult ttmes which the Organization is now facing I wish also to

express great appreciation of the commendable work of the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, in the interests of the objectives of the United

Nations and its Charter.

Last year's fortieth anniversary session of our Organization provided an

opportunity to reaffirm its unique and irreplaceable role. Since that time, it has

gone through a new and complex stage in its activities. Unfortunately, no progress

has been achieved in solving the crucial issues relating to the strengthening of

international security, nuclear weapons or the halting of the arms race. There has

been no improvement so far in the strained international relations. The reasons

for our concern have thus not been removed.

Nevertheless we have witnessed some encouraging events, which have given rise

to hope for a thaw in the international atmosphere. Political dialogue has been

reactivated. Disarmament negotiations have been resumed. The long-awaited and

much-needed Geneva summit meeting has taken place. A strong impression has been

made by the declaration and repeated extensions of the Soviet moratorium. The

first phase of the Stockholm Conference has been successfully concluded.

Agreements on the safe use of atomic energy have been signed in Vienna. Notable

progress has been made on the question of the prohibition of chemical weapons. New

signs have appeared in the efforts to solve regional problems. Ways of increasing

security in Asia and in the Pacific region are being sought. Definite

possibilities of strengthening internatinal co-operation in the economic and

humanitarian fields are taking shape. There have been extremely important

11
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achievements at the summit meeting of the comtries of the Non-Aligned MOI1ement in

Harare.

The effect of all those positive factors constitutes a solid political basis

for further progress in the policy of detente; it is a solid basis and capital

bear 10g high interest. Logically, its value has been enhanced as a result of the

positive and generally welcomed annomcement that Mikhail Gorbachev's proposal to

hold a meeting in Iceland has been accepted by President Reagan. We appreciate the

fact that this agreement has been reached, as was stated, thanks to the realism and

constructive approach of both sides. The meeting will undoubtedly provide a

significant opportmity for reviewing the present international situation. We

should like to believe that the Reykjavik meeting would proceed on the basis of

such an analysis to chart a course leading to the solution of pending problems,

especially those relating to certain questions of nuclear weapons. If that happens

it will certainly encourage the further development of the policy of peaceful

coexistence and broad international co~peration.

The good news of the forthcaning meeting seems to respond to the desires of

the entire international comnunity. It is also fully consonant with the

constructive atmos~ere prevailing at our present session, especially the new

symptoms and tendencies that have so clearly manifested themselves here so far.

Consequently, the world is facing a choice. Everything will depend on the

decisims we shall make: whether we drift towards nuclear annihilation or allow

the new political thinking on the preservation of life on earth to prevail.

We in Czechoslovakia have always had an unswerving attitude. No matter what

differences there may be .10 social systems or political positions, the will to

prevent confrontatim and reCi.lce internatimal tensims must prevail. This means

that we must reject war in the interest of politics, since another war would mean

the end of all politics. The future must not be allOlied to be progranmed by

mili tary technologies. Diverse, often cmflicting, interests must be reconciled
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in a way that enables both individuals and entire nations to live in peace wi tbout

fear for the lIOrrow. Tbis could be decisively facilitated by the establisb.mt of

a ccmpcehensive system of internatiooal peace and security embracing the .ilitary,

political, economic and buaanitarian spberes~ a Systelll whim would presuppose the

adoption of material, political and legal, as well as acxal and psychological,

guarantees precluding the use of force, and make it possible to achieve equal

security for all by political means.

Such a broadly conceived approach mder lies the joint proposal of the

Socialist colXltries wich is before this session of the General AsseJIt)ly. It

inspires us to believe that we can think afresh about bow to impler.nent and develop

in a more meaningful way the purposes and principles of the thited Nations Charter.

Naturally, everybody talks about peace nowadays, but the concepts of peace are

diametrically opposed. some see it as a mere cease-fire; others assert that to

avert war means to rely 00 nuclear strength, with the concomitant claim to a right

to abcogate tmilaterally existing treaties on arms l:tmi.tatioo. under the doctrine

of neo-globalism there is continued reli.ance 00 military force, aggressioo,

ecenomic extortion and the imposition of its will upon other colKltries and

peoples. However, such a Plilosophy, based en the law of force, is pointless; it

would be disastrous for mankind as a whole.

For our part, we believe that deterrence, intimidatien and threats of

retaliatien could be replaced by firm guarantees of trust. Peaceful coexistence

can and must become the highest universal principle of inter-State relatiens.

security must be viewed as III1tual and indivisible.

We see in such a set of fundamental practical norms reliable ways of dealing

wi th some of the most ca:nplex problems of our epoch. It was vi thin this cootext

that they were formulated, with his tor ic far sightedness, by the XXVIIth Coogress
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of the CClIIJIlmist Party of the Soviet Olion and endCEsed by the XVIIth Congress of

the C~unist Party of Czechoslovakia. As the President of the CZechoslovak

Social.ist Repub1ic, Gustav Husak, has said, we regard the. -as a IDWerful impulse

in the struggle for peace and progress-.

we have given our full support to the central appeal of the International Year

of Peace, which is being observed this year, and have made practical. cQ'ltributions

to its iaplementation. we have gained valuable experience froa this. It has

cQ'lfirmed that CQ'lditions are ripe fol' an intensification of the peace-building

efforts of natiQ'ls, Governments and the peoples throughout the world.
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Amalg the steps that could imprOl1e the political climte and strengthen DIltual

security none is more urgent than arms limitation. The horrifying momentum of

nuclear and conventional armament on Earth must be halted and it must be prevented

from reaching outer space. SO far there is still time, but there is not mucb left.

Indeed, mankind's destiny has now taken on a canpletely new perspective.

Nuclear arsenals have achieved such absurd dimensions that they no longer serve

their original purpose. Even as they are being accumulated the moment is drawing

nearer when strategic par ity will cease to be a factor of military-political

deterrence. ~tual deterrence is now turning into its opposite. That situation in

itself argues against the philosophy underlying the old political thinking to the

effect that the fur ther a ccumula tion of such weapons is necessary.

Unfortunately, the approach to arms limitation taken by some western countries

is still marked by obvious attempts simply to drag things out. Surely this is

proved by the Vienna talks,where nothing has been acbieved after 13 years and

40 rounds, and despite 26 proposals by the socialist countries. The truth is that

many of tilose who so often call for progress prove by their actions that they still

rely on military force. In their commitment to the policy of confrontation they

even go so far as to make plans for bes ieging our planet from outer space. The

question that here is this~ \\'hat is the purpose of the strategic revolution when

demands for a revolution in disarmament are being made from all sides?

All sorts of arguments are being used as pretexts for blocking progress. one

of them is the question of verification, which has been raised constantly and

inflated out of all proportion, as if there were a reluctance to recognize that the
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socialist States are cQllpletelyready to resolve this issue, including the question

of on-site inspections, as was clearly demonstrated in Stockholm. After all, it

would be just as impossible for us to accept disarmament treaties without strict

and equitable verification measures.

However, th is assumes that there must be someth ing to ver ify. This requires,

first of all, that there be negotiations and agreement on the phased elimination of

all nuclear weapons, a treaty on a comprehensive nuclear-weapon-test ban, and a

nunDer of 0 ther urgent issues on the ra ther extens ive agenda.

We are convinced that the prograllllle put forward by Mikhail

Sergeyevich Gorbachev Oil 15 January has opened a viable way to the solution of the

entire range of issues relating to nuclear disarmament - strategic armaments,

intermediate-range missiles in Europe and operational tactical forces. We regard

this as the most detailed, specific and concrete b~~""is for progress that has ever

been submitted. It pays due regard to t:h-e legi tima te security interests of all

States, both nuclear and non-nuclear. It offers a truly historic opportunity to

eliminate the threat of nuclear devastr. Hoo. It provides for the safe, peaceful

entry of human civilization into the third millennium. That programme enjoys our

full support. It should become a focal point in the work of the uni ted Nations as

well.

We regard the continuance of nuclear testing as the equivalent of armament.

We consider the Soviet Unioo's decisioo to extend its unilateral moratorium on all

nuclear explosions through the end of this year, after it has already been in

effect for more than 400 days, as proof of the highest sense of responsibility.

That step - which is not an easy one to take in the light of one's own secur ity

needs - is welcomed throughout the world. It is indeed a genuine exanple that
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deserves to be initiated. The spcntaneous applause in this Ball wen

Minister Shevardnadze mentioned that action in his statement once again confirmed

this. Moreover 6 this example set by the Soviet thial provides yet another

opportunity: it gives us a chance to think things over. We believe that one's

attitude to this can be regarded as a yardstick by which to gauge ale's sincerity.

We value highly the efforts made al this important question by the group of

six States from four caltinents and the Non-Aligned Movement as a whole. we would

like their proposal 6 t00 6 to be heeded by the United States. It would be the most

natural 6 the easiest and indeed the least expensive way to halt the accumulation of

nuclear capaci ty. It would preclude the Sot t of confronta tion provoked by such

testing. It would pave the way for further significant steps towards the

preventing of nuclear war. And 6 it would be in keeping with the agreement reached

at the Soviet-thited States summit meeting at Geneva.

We weloome the readiness of the Soviet Union to sign 6 any time and at any

place 6 a treaty on a canpreh~nsive nuclear-weapon-test ban. If a.'\ act of such

historic significance were accorrplished here and ncu it would indeed be a symbol of

our Organization's commitment to this ideal.

We also share the opinioo that a basic prerequisite for the radical limitation

of strat2gic nuclear systems is abstential fran lalnching weapons into outer

space. Is it not easier 6 more cost-effective and 6 above all, much safer to

dismantle nuclear weapons than to build a so-called defence against them in the

form of a rather oomplicated, oosUy and extremely hazardous space shield? That is

why we demand that these weapons be dismantled.

We give our unequivocal support to the preparation and adoption of a realistic

programme of joint, practical activities for the peacef'l1l use of outer space. Only
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in this way can nations CCXlcert their efforts to work for the salvation of their

planet, its atmosphere and its biosphere.

we believe that the stren9thening of universal security and confidence-

building also depend on how reliably atomic power is used. we therefore advocate

the establishment of an international system for the safe developnent of nuclear-

power engineering enbodying a universal commitment by each State individually and

by all States collectively.

we have acquired valuable experience in this respect. The 1982

Czec:hosl0\7ak-Austrian agreement Q1 the regUlation of issues relating to nuclear

facilities is a unique document, indeed the first of its kind. It served its

purpose excellently after the Chernobyl accident. It provides convincing proof of

the posssibility of solving matters relating to the safe use of nuclear energy

within the framework of the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA), regardless

of the social systems of the States involved.
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we favour the e~tablishment of nuclear-weapon-free zemes and zones of peace in

specific regions of the world - in central Europe, where we are ready to become

part of such a zone, in northern Europe on the Balkan peninsula, in Africa, in the

Indian OCean and also in the SOuth Pacific.

We firmly advocate the world-wide elimination of chemical weapons and means of

manufacturing them. In the spirit of our proposals submitted jointly wi th the

German Democratic Bepublic, we are ready to continue to promote efforts to achieve

the global proh~ition of such weapons, in particular by means of establishing a

chemical-weapon-free zone in central Europe.

we wish to express our regret at the delays that have affected the convening

of the Conference on disarmament and developnent. we support the holding of

discussions next year on those~losely interrelated problems of the present-day

world.

We attach great importance to the Geneva Conference on Disarmament. We regard

it as a particularly necessary forum for negotiation, and as indeed the only place

Where even partial agreements can take the form of multilateral treaties. We are

work ing to increase its effectiveness.

The decisive arena in the struggle for a peaceful order in the wor ld remains

the European cootinent. It is there that the two strongest military-political

groupings, possessing the most destructive types of weapons, are facing each

other. Yet it is also there that the policy of detente has emerged, stemming from

a COfllllOn understanding of recognized realities.

Despite all the roadblocks and pitfalls placed in its path and the mistrust

and scepticism with which it has been confronted, detente has proved to have solid

foundations. Its vitality was also demonstrated by the conclusion of the first

stage of the Stockholm Conference. We regard the document adopted there as an

agreement of outstanding significance in the process of building up a system of

collective security in Eurcpe. It is the most striking success achieved in moving
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towards a reduction of tens.ion and an ameliocation of the European political

climate since the aooption of the Helsinki Final Act. It sets forth the relevant

provisions of the Act, and provides sound coociitions for productive achievements in

other areas of negotiations on military detente and disarmament. The complex work

in Stockholm, which demanded the maximum of political resolve, thus represents a

triumph of comnon sense, political realism, and sense of responsibility for the

future destiny of Europe. It is highly significant that all the participating

States worked for the decision that was aoopted, a fact which provides an

encouraging impetus for the successful cmtinuation of the all-European process.

However, more time is needed. Military activities and transfers of troops to

Europe must be still further limited. We must have firm and specific commitments

to guarantee the nm-use of force and the maintenance of peaceful relations.

Military coocepts and ooctrines must be based solely on defensive principles.

That is what was proposed by the States parties to the warsaw Treaty in their

appeal to the States of the North Atlantic Treaty organization (NA'ID) and indeed to

all European countries at the session of the Political Coosultative COImlittee held

in Budapest last June. ltIlat is at issue here is a programme of drastic reductions,

amounting to half a million troops on each side and their respective armaments,

inclUding nuclear weapons for opera tiooal tactical purposes vi th a range of up to

1,000 kilometres, from the Atlantic to the Urals, with effective verification

carried out jointly. We are prepareA to negotiate about such measures in any forum

that may be agreed upon. Action on this issue really urgently needs new impetus.

In Budapest we strcngly urged the desirability of solving the extraordinarily

important problem of the SOviet and United States intermediate-range missiles in

Europe, representing a threat that still looms over our old continent. If this
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issue can be resolved r Soviet missile c:anplexes for operaticmal tactical purposes

will be withdrawn from the territories of the CzechoslOl1ak Socialist Republic and

the German oenocratic Republic. As we have heard in this AsseDbly also r various

solutions are being considered. It is our view that any solution that resul~ in

the total elimination of such weapons from the cootinent would be in the interest

of not ooly the Europeans but indeed all mank ind.

As for the forthcoming Vienna meeting r the experience gathered in Belgrade and

Ma~ id shOitls that it should be a constructive forum and not an arena of

coofrootation. In view of the more favourable atmosphere in the world r it might

indeed usher in a new phase in the policy of aetente r become a real milestone on

the pa th of Hels inki r and formula te the manda te for the open ing of the secood

disarmament phase of the Stockholm Cooference. Of cour se we wish to promote

actively all aspects of th is all-European process r which has already become an

integral par t of the political awareness of our continent. we intend to pay

particular attention to the development of co~peration in trade and ecooomic

affairs. EUrther progress must also be achieved in the spheres of culture r

education r cootacts r infornation and humanitarian issues - but of course without

the type of vetoes and obstructions, witnessed this year in Ber'ne.

In that connectioo, we also have in mind specific and genuine human rights, in

their full range and richness. It is not merely to issue declarations about them

and to lecture others 00 the subject. l'ilat we need is something quite different:

fruitful co~peration, directed to safeguarding always and everywhere the right of

people to live in peace and guaranteeing them lasting civil, spiritual, cultural

and social freedoms.

The peaceful settlement of international disputes and conflicts is something

we regard as an essential precooditioo for the establishment of universal
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security. Unfortunately, this year, mce again, we have failed to note any

decrease in the persistent feverish temperature of the hotbeds of tension

throughout the wo=ld.

It is our opinion that a just and lasting peace in the Middle Fast can be

secured neither by the arrogance of Tel Aviv nor by attempts at partial solutions.

The right of the Palestinians to self-determination, inclUding the establishment of

a State of their own, must be unreservedly recognized. we cmtinue to advocate the

convening of an international conference to be attended by all the parties

cQ'lcerned, including the Pales tine Libera tim Organ iza tion as the sole, legi tima te

representative of the Palestinian people. we consider that the organization of

such a conference has received significant encouragemer.t from the proposal by the

Soviet Union for the establishment of a preparatory conmittee composed of the

permanent menbers of the security Council.
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From the beginning, we have always adl70cated a speedy end to the war between

Iraq and Iran through peace negotiations.

We are in favour of converting the Mediterranean into a zme of lasting peace

and co-operation and of the withdrawal of the fleets of the naval forces of both

the United States and the SOviet Union from that area.

We cmde1Ill the flagrant acts of State terrorism directed against Libya.

We advocate the convening of an international conference on Cyprus under the

auspices of the United Rations. SUch a conference would help to secure

independence, sovereignty and territor ial integr ity for that nen-aligned country

through peaceful means.

We support the legitimate efforts of the Government of Nicaragua to strengthen

the independence of that country and its defence CC:ipability. We also support the

steps it has taken to reduce tension in Central lwer ica. we condemn the double

standard of an attitude to natimal terrorism which passionately denounces it in

lo«)rds while supplying it with SlOO million intended to over thr.ow a democratically

elected Government. We commend the activities of the Contadora Group on behalf of

a peaceful settlement of the situation in the region.

As a country that fought a battle fraught with sacrifices in order to achieve

its independence, Czechoslovak~ cannot ignore the brutal repression being

exercised by the racists against the population of Namibia and the aggravation of

the ruthless colonial exploitation of that people. At the same time we condemn the

shameful policy of apartheid. It is a sad fact that some States MenDers of the

United Nations - even, indeed, members of the security Council - continue to act in

centravention of the decisions of our Organization. They denounce the south

Afr ican regime with tough rhetor ic, but somehOoi they forget the main requirement,

which is support for the adoption of effective manda tory sanctions. As we have

recently heard, they have even vetoed such sanctions, thereby virtually lending
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support to Pretoria, and in so doing they are, wittingly or unwittingly,

responsible for the ,denial of the legitimate rights of the people of Namibia.

This, even after such demonstrations of the will of the international community as

were witnessed at this year"s conferences at Paris, Vienna and in :iew York at the

recent special session of the General Assenbly, as well as at the sWllllit meeting of

the Non-Aligned Movement at Harare.

Czechoslovakia is sincerely interested in lasting peace and security in Asia.

we welcome any step in that direction. One such measure, which we regard as highly

significant, is the broadly elaborated concept of seeur ity, co~peration,

coofidence and arms reduction in the Asian and Pacific region advanced by the

Soviet Union at Vladivostok on 28 July.

We regard the agreement on the withdrawal of all Vietnamese troops from

Kampuchea by the year 1990 as another such step.

We equally value the constructive initiatives taken by the Democratic People's

Republic of Korea aimed at reducing the level of military confrontation,

establishing a nuclear-free zooe of peace on the Korean peninsula and achieving the

country's peaceful reunification on a dellDcratic basis, without external

interference •

We also conmend the proposals and constructive efforts made by the Afghan

GoI7ernment to achieve a political settlement of the situation around Afghanistan.

Above all, this requires a halt to the subversive acts of banditry against that

country, which are being orchestrated and fully supported from abroad.

We highly esteem the role played in the struggle for peace, progress and

genuine independence by the Movement of Non-Aligned Countries. Through its

principled attitudes and significant initiatives, the Movement has made a vital

cootribution to the elimination of the danger of nuclear war and to the solution of
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the acute problems in today's world. The recent eighth summit meeting of the

oountries members of the Non-Aligned Mlvement has oonfirmed this.

Global security and dur able Peace are inconceivable wi thout a fundameni:al

imprOl7ement in international eoonomic relations, which must be restructured on a

just and democratic basis while the Pending social issues of development are

resolved. Numerous disputes and conflicts inevitably arise when such questions are

ignored.

Nowadays, it is impossible even in eoonomics to make prOlTisions for one's own

long-term security and prosperity at the expense of others. Such was the practice

of the former colonial metropolitan Powers, and today's spokesmen of neo-globalism

would like to continue along that course. They have also been abusing the

distorted and fundamentally unfair structure of the international division of

labour. That is why they have developed and proIOOted the debt syndrome. Acting

through transnational banks and, if necessary, through intimidation, they have

arrogated to themselves We right to determine the future of the developing

countr ies. This was made very clear, inter alia, at this year's special session of

the General Assenbly on the critical ecooomic situation in Africa.

We oppose indebtedness being legitimized as a new international means of

exploi ta don.

In conclusion, I should like to assure the Assembly that Czechoslovakia,

guided by its loyalty to the purposes and principles of the Organization, will not

relent in its endeavour s to increase its effectiveness and to help it overcome the

obstacles that beset its path. The Organization's immense potential should not be

bur ied under a tangle of financial or procedural problems, which in fact or iginate

in efforts that are designed to produce the opposi te result. It would be truly

worthwhile to consider and ponder the idea of holding special talks on a nunber of

the pressing issues with regard to the organization's activity.
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All the possibilities of this wcxld Orqanizatioo, this W'lique miversal foe..

to whim no alternative exists, aust be fully utilized in the interest of

coexistence.

As our GoverDllent's statelllent of its prograJBe has expressed it,

-the questions of war and peace rank first in our efforts in the field of

foreign policy because we are aware of the fact that peace is the highest

priority in our lives-.
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Mr. Obed ASAMOAH (Ghana): On behalf of the people and the Government of

Ghana, I extend to the President our warmest congratulations on his election to

preside over the forty-first session. His election is a tribute to his personal

qualities and an honour to his country. To his immediate predecessor,

Mr. Jaime de Pinias, I offer congratulations on a job well done.

A year ago to the day we celebrated the fortieth anniversary of the founding

of the United Nations. It was an occasion for renewing our faith in the

Organization and the ideals it stood for. Beneath the many and varied assessments

made of the Organization, however, lay one incontrovertible truth - that its

continuing relevance as the framework for international co-operation has not been

diminished by time or circumstance.

Perhaps at no time has that spirit of international co-OPeration and good will

been better demonstrated than in the response to Africa's economic crisis during

the special session in May. Although Africa did not achieve all its objectives,

the spirit of international co-operation and good will demonstrated at the special

session was a gain for all.

Ghana joins in expressing our gratitude to the international community for the

interest shown in Africa's economic recovery Programme. What is urgently required

now is that the expressions of good will be reduced to firm commitments to raise

the necessary resources for the Programme's success. In an increasingly

interdependent world, the rest of humanity will not long remain spared Africa's

misfortunes. We therefore renew Africa's appeal to all, especially our partn~rs in

the developed world, to translate their friendly understanding of our problems into

practical support.
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Africa' s problems are many and deep-seated. There is no doubt about Afr ica' s
resolve to accept the challenges now facing the continent. But, while Africa's
recovery is largely dependent on its own efforts, the fact remains that meaningful
progress hinges on the international economic environment.

Indeed, how can Africa make basic structural reforms in the face of the
current wide fluctuations in commodity prices, the deterioration in the terms of
trade, the decline in real terms of official development assistance, unstable
exchange rates, high interest rates, protectionism, the heavy debt burden and a
host of other unfavourable economic conditions which adversely affect our economic
fortuneo? It is a fact that, contrary to all reason, the world economic
environment facilitates a far greater influx of resources from the developing
countries to the developed countries than vice versa. Those factors contribute
substantially to the aggravation of our continent's problems.

It follows, therefore, that a meaningful solution of the nagging

socia-economic problems of Africa - indeed, of the third world generally - call for
a greater political will on the part of the international community, particularly
the industrialized west, to address the root causes. So far that will has not been
demonstrated. Initiatives taken by the developing countries to halt the decline in
commodity prices and bring some stability to their export earnings have not

received the support of some major industrialized countries. Thus, the

establishment of an integrated programme for commodities and its common fund today
remains a forlorn hope.

If the developing cou~tries expand their productive base, as is being
advocated, it is unlikely that world demand will outstrip the increased supply and
thus exert upward pressure on commodity prices. In all probability the increased
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supply will only depress prices. And, in any case, would there be increased access

of the increased output to the markets of the industrialized countries? On present

performance, the answer is likely to be liNo".

Debt repayment and servicing have put a great strain on the meagre financial

resources of the developing countries, including my own. It is estimated that in

1985 alone the net interest paid in external debt servicing by developing countries

amounted to $4 billion. In recent years the debt service ratio has risen to

unacceptable levels. Many countries have come to realize that they cannot cope

with it without imposing intolerable sacrifices on their people, with serious

implications for political stability. unilateral ceilings on the percentage of

export earnings that should be devoted to debt servicing have therefore been

imposed by some countries, and unless there is greater understanding from creditors

that practice is bound to grow.

The deepening debt problem requires realistic and concerted international

action. The repeated acts of rescheduling and the building up of arrears will, in

the long run, only hinder development. Rescheduling creates a climate of

uncertainty, while arrears can also lead to the halting of loan commitments and

hamper the formulation of adjustment programmes that can bring relief.

In the international monetary area, problems of liquidity and a stable

exchange rate regime remain. Special drawing rights (SDRs), if they had been

allowed to develop to their full potential, would have put decision-making in

international liauidity creation into the multilateral context where it properly

belongs. The position today is that the national currencies of a few countries

continue to serve as reserve currencies. It is nearly 10 years since the last

issue of SDRs was made, and they are shrinking as a percentage of total non-gold

reserves. Yet during that period the need for access to international liquidity by
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many developing countries has never been greater. Coupled with the problem of

international liquidity creation and allocation is the uncertainty in international

financial transactions engendered by wide fluctuations in the floating exchange-

rate system.

When developing countries call for an international conference on money and

finance, debt or trade, it must be understood that they do not seek confrontation.

Rather, they seek an opportunity for a genuine and democratic dialogue to find

solutions to the complex problems afflicting the world today. They seek to mould

international institutions in a way that will promote the well-being of all

countries. What they cannot accept is prescriptions by a few countries through

mechanisms on which they have no representation and in which their interests and

concerns are given only perfunctory consideration.

Although the world economy has in the last few years shown signs of recovery,

serious imbalances in the international economic environment persist. For most of

the developing countries, economic recovery in the past three decades has remained

a pipe dream. But in an increasingly interdependent world lack of progress in one

part has the inevitable effect of slowing down the dynamism of the other. The

economic recovery of the developed countries, therefore, is likely to be

short-lived if economic growth is not encouraged and induced in the developing

countries.

For those reasons, Ghana welcomes the emphasis which has been given lately to

adjustment through growth. Past policies of demand management have caused

considerable social hardship, particularly to vulnerable segments of the

population, in countries pursuing structural adjustment. When we have made our
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best efforts, followed adjustment policy prescriptions to the letter and ended up

creating more misery than we set out to alleviate, we are bound to raise

fundamental questions about the system and its supporting aechanisms for restoring

equilibrium - not an equilibrium based on the old unjust order, but one that gives

all countries an equal opportunity to realize their full potential for economic and

social development. The widespread recognition of the need to pursue

growth-oriented policies must be accompanied by a correSpOnding recognition that

the unfavourable external economic environment should be changed. In short, a new

international economic order is called for.
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I wish to turn now to political matters. The General Assemly's declaration

of 1986 as the International Year of Peace presupposes that Member States would

adlere strictly to their Charter obligations and resort to peaceful means in

settling disputes. The year 1986 is fast drawing to a close but, unfortunately,

the vision of a world at peace is far from reality. This is true both in the

settlement of outstanding regional confl icts, which in the year have shown no signs

of diminish i.ilg , and in the management of regrettable bilateral conflicts, in which

force rather than peaceful negotiations have been the order of the day.

Striking cases in point are South Africa's frequent incursions into the

front-line States of Lesotho and SWaziland, and the recent barbaric bombarding of

civilian targets in Zallbia, Zillbabwe and Botswana, calculated to terrorize those

countries to withdraw support for the liberation movements in SOuth Africa and

Namibia and to increase the racist regime's domination of those countries. SOUth

Africa is oonstantly in the news now and high on the agenda of several

international meetings because the racist Pretor ia regime has opted for the use of

violence and terror ism upon those in southern Afr ica who legi timately protest

against the cQltinued practice of apartheid.

The overwhelming majority of the international community favours the isolation

of South Africa economically, politically and socially. The choice has been nade

above all other s because it is the only peaceful means available to check the

unhappy turn of events in that country from further deterioration and to put an end

aparthei2,. Regrettably, there are certain Governments, including the United

Kingdan, the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany, Portugal and Japan,

which by their policies appear to support the racist regime. The Governments of

these cotmtries CQltinue to oppose meaningful sanctions because they claim
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sanctions would hurt· the blacks in SOUth Africa and the neighbouring States. The

fact of the matter is that the burden of aeartheid is far greater than the economic

deprivation they will suffer with sanctions.

The liberation movements, which articulate the aspirations of the oppressed

PeOple of SOU th Africa and the frmt-l ine Sta tes themselves, h'lwe openly advoca ted

the impos i tion of sanctions and have declar ed their readiness tit) make sac" ifices

now to free themselves from the constant threat and application of violence by the

racist Pretor ia regime. It is sheer hypocr isy, in the circumstances, to oppose

sanctions because of the effect this will have <Xl the peoples of southern Africa.

We have also been told that sanctions will not work, and insincere references

have been made to historical parallels, such as that of lolhat was then Rhodesia

after Un ila ter al Declaratio.. of Independence. If sancti ons do not wor k, why impose

them on Poland, Libya, Cuba, Nicaragua and others? These claims overlook the

gaping di!;similarities in the Rhodesian and SOuth African situations and betray an

obITious intent not to make sanctions wa:k. we all know how the effectiveness of

sanctions against Rhodesia was undermined by the western world. The truth of the

matter is that opposi tioo to sanctions is based Ql fear of loss of mater ial

interests and on solidar ity with persons of a COIll1lon racial or igin.

Mandatory sanctions can work if they are canprehensive in scope and sincerely

applied. They will work if we place humanity before narrow selfish benefits. They

will work if we stop placing the employment of a few thousand workers before the

fundamental human rights of millioos of depr ived blacks in south Afr iea.

The apartheid system no looger has a place in this world. It must be

dismantled now. We appeal once again to the racist regime in SOuth Afr iea to free

Nelson Mandela, zaphena fobthopeng and all other political prisoners, and to
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ini~iat.e ne~~ia~ionswith the legi~iDBte leaders of the black mjority with a view

to sharing power democratically with all South Africans, irrespective of race,

colour or creed.

The ques~ion of the independence of Namibia con~inues to pose a ser ious

challenge to the in~erna~iooal commlmi ty • I~ is unacceptable that Sou th Afri ca

s~ill occupies Namibia 20 years after the General Assembly terminated its Mandate

and assumed direct adminisuation of the Territory. This fac~ in itself reflects a

serious weakness of the United Nations which we should help to remedy. The best

Sou~h Africa offered in ~erms of co-operation with the tbited Nations was when it

par~icipated in the pre-implementation talks held in Geneva early in 1981. But

those talks failed to achieve any cCl'lcre~e results because of SOUth Africa's

arrogance and prevarication. Since then the Namibian independence issue has been

deadlocked ow ing in part to the in troduction by the Reagan admin is tra tion of its

so-called -consuuc~ive engagemen~· and -linkage- ~heories. These extraneous

elements have played well into the hands of Sou ~h Africa. The net result is tha~

Namibia's independence plan, authored and sponsored by the western CQ'1tac~ Group,

and accepted unanimously by the security Colmcil in resolu~ion 435 (1918), has

remained tmimplemented eigh~ years after its adoptiat.

The Namibian ques~ion is a decolCl'liza~ion issue and canno~ therefore be linked

with the domestic affairs of an independent counuy. The people and the Government

of Angola have the legitim~e righ~ to make 1oiha~ever practical arrangements they

may think fi~ for the defence of their counuy, arrangements necessitated by SOuth

Africa's aggression and in~erference in their in~ernal affairs. we therefore

~otally reject any a~tempt to link Namibia '5 independence with the withdrawal of

Ctban troops fran Angola and we reiterate Ghana's support for the catclusions of

~he special sessiat of the General Assembly at Namibia, which has just ended, and

I
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particularly, fot measures relating to the isolation of South Africa eCa'lomically

and politically, and for the i.mmediate implementation of secur ity Council

resolution 435 (1978).

There are other hotbeds of tensioo on the African continent which deserve the

attention of this sessiCll't. With regard to Western Sahara, it is a matter of regret

that what should have been a straightforward issue of applying the principle of

self-determination to the inhabitants of that territory has degenerated into a war

involVing Morocco, which has itself in the past been a victim of colooialism. we

reiterate our support for the Sahraoui Arab DelIDcratic Republic and for the right

of the Republic to sOI7ereign existence. we call upon Morocco once again to enter

into direct negotiations wi th the Polisario FrCll'tt in accordance wi th the relevant

resolutims of the organization of Afr ican Unity and of the united Natioos General

AsseJlbly, on the matter.

In Chad, there seems to be relative calm now. But behind this fa~de is an

uneasy situation that can no looger be tolerated, particularly at this crucial time

when the people of Chad need to husband their limited resources to collbat the

effects of prolooged drought and the serious damage caused to their crops by

pests. We remain convinced that the need for a lasting solution of the Chadian

problem lies in natiooal recoocUiatioo. we therefore urge all the internal

parties and the people of Chad to bury their differences and to seek a solutioo to

their problem on the basis of dialogue.

In the Middle Fast we have continued to witness an unfortunate cycle of

violence, particularly in Lebanoo. The spectacle of an Arab turning on a brother

Arab is most disturbing indeed and we wonder when the incessant tragedy will end.

The grisly killings and the destruction of property in Lebanon should disturb the

conscience of all those who believe in peace, brotherhood and progress. OVer the

past eight years Ghana has been irwolved in the international effort to assist the
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Government of Lebanon to maintain law and order and to preserve its territorial

integr ity. we shall continue to do so.. HOtIever, we hope that all the factions

involved in the ccntinuing violence will assist in bringing peace to that COlDltry

and in preserving its independence and territorial integrity.

The situation in Lebanon is generically linked to the precarious question of

the Middle Ea$t. We in Ghana continue to emphasize today, as we did last year,

that the Palestine question is at the cote of the Middle East problem. Lasting

peace in that subregion will continue to elude us as long as justice is denied to

the Palestinian people. "'i"us peace will come only when Israel and its supporters

listen to logic and reasoo. The display of military muscle will not promote peace

in that area. on the ccntrary, such actions increase tensioo. Lasting Peace can

be achieved only on the basis of dialogue among all the parties, including

especially the Palestinians tmder the leadership of the Palestine Liberation

Organizatioo ..

The insistence on pre-conditioos and the attempt to make scapegoats of Libya

and other cotmtries of the subregicn for terrorism is counter-productive. In this

regard, Ghana deploces fresh threats of the use of force again Libya. Ter ror ism in

the Middle East has its roots in the Palestinian question and its eradication can

come about when there is full recognition of the rights of Palestinians to a

homeland.

I must, however, emphasize Ghana's opposition to and abhorrence of blind

terrorisn.
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The QipruD situation also CCDtinues to be a matter of concern to the

Government of Ghana. The recent incident resulting from the closure of bocder

points by the Turkish Qipriots mce again demonstrates the need for restraint by

both parties. we again appeal for tolerance and flexibility, and we support the

Secretary-Generalis mediation efforts. Ghana, for its part, will cootinue to

support a unified and independent Qiprus free from external interference and is in

favour of the settlement of communal differences through peacefUl dialogue.

I nOlI turn to the fratricidal war between Iran and Iraq. That war, nQl in its

eighth year, is a natter of deep coocern to the GoI7ernment of Ghana, not merely

because of the indescr ibable human carnage involved, but also because of the

enormous resources being wasted by the two coItbatants - resources that could have

been used to provide for the pressing needs of their peoples.

we mce again appeal to the friendly countries of Iran and Iraq to end the war

and to resolve to settle their differences by peaceful means. We deplore the

initiation and cmtinuance of the war as being in violation of the principles of

the Non-Aligned Movement and the Charter of the United Nations and condemn the

violation of internatimal law by the use of chemical weapons, the inhuman

treatment of prismers and the indiscriminate bont>ardment of civilian targets.

The situation in Central America has taken a turn for the wcxse as the result

of the recent decision by the United Stai:es Administratim to make available to the

rebel forces fighting the Nicaraguan GoI7ernment weapons and logistic support worth

SlOO million. We say in a constructive spir it to our Amer iean fr iends that their

decision is ill-advised and contrary to international law. It will only intensify

conflict in the area.

That decision, together with the assistance being given to the Savimbi

bandits, poses a serious threat to the independence and territorial integrity of
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countries of the third world. It is a new dimension in the attempt to undermine

the right of peoples of the third world to self-determination. Such a cynical

disregard of the rights of others and of international law constitutes a great

threat to international peace and security.

We remain cOl1"linced that any attempt to pressure Nicaragua to abandon its

search for a suitable form of governaent al the basis of the country's peculiar

historical experience and culture will CX1ly result in calflict. The International

Court of Justice itself has in recent decisions upheld the sOl7ereign right of the

Nicaraguan PeOple freely to d'loose their own poli tical, eCalomic and social sys tems

and has rejected as illegal any pressure on Nicaragua intended to subvert the

popular aspirations of the PeOple of that country.

Ghana therefore endorses the Caltadora process as the only realistic way of

finding a Peaceful and lasting solution to the most serious conflict now raging in

Central lllnerica. We urge all parties to enter into serious dialogue within the

Cootadora framework.

Ghana's ooumitment to the principle of self-determination demands that we not

gloss OI7er the ongoing developments in Afghanistan and KClDplchea. It is a natter

of deep regret that in spite of the secretary-General's mediation efforts, the

problem of Afghanistan has not been resolved, nor is an end to the KClDplchean

conflict in sight. In our view, the people of Afghanistan and Kampuchea must be

left to determine their own future, free of foreign interference and occupation

forces.

we note with satisfaction the announcement by the Soviet Union of the

wi thdrawal of some of its troops fran Afghanistan and we hope that this process

will be hastened and embrace all foreign forces on the territory. We also hope

that this will be the case in regard to Kamplchea. we call on all parties involved
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in these ccmflicts to respect the principles of the Charter of the ll1ited Nations

and to agree to negotiate an end to those conflicts.

The Korean problem also remains unresolved. That problem should, in our view,

be solved through peaceful dialogue by the Koreans themselves, without outside

interference. we are pleased to note that steps have been taken in that direction

and we hope that both the Democratic People's Republic of Korea and the Republic of

Korea will make a serious effort towards remificaticm.

I now turn to the question of disarmament, which remains high (Xl the agenda of

all peace-10l7ing peoples of the world. The spectre of nuclear annihilation

continues to threaten us all. This unhappy state of affairs is largely the result

of the cmtinuing deep mistrust and suspicion between the two super-powers and

their military allies. cmtrary to reason, the belief that peace can be secured

through strength lives on.

New heights are being scaled in the arms race, and not even outer space will

be spared. Enormous resources, which could make a difference between affluence and

poverty for the under-privileged peoples of this world, are being spent. For how

long can we cmtinue aloog this path? Every me of us must assist in the momentous

task of bringing the super-PCAiers to the negotiating table for complete disarmament

in the interest of the survival of the human race. Recent events make us more

hopeful of progress - not least, the current moves to put arms control talks back

00 track.

If the organization is to discharge its varied and heavy responsibilities

effectively, it must have the necessary financial support. Unfortunately, the

United Naticms is undergoing a serious financial crisis owing principally to the

withholding of funds by certain Menber States for ooe reason or another. we see

the present financial crisis as basically political in nature and, in a sense, a
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reflection of the loss of faith in the multilateral systeJA by some influential

MeJlbers as the result of the fact that the United Natims system is no lmger

liable to manipulation by them.

Both the United Natims Educational, SCientific and Cultural Organizatim

(UNESQ» and the lhited Nations my be in need of some reform in regard to

operating machinery, but the answer to that problem is not to 1Dldermine their

existence. we certainly deplO[e any attempt capriciously to weaken these

organizatims or threaten their usefulness to developing countr ies or to turn them

to the selfish advantage of t.~e rich and poverful. In other words, we pledge to

uphold the sacred principles of the Charter and the United Nations system. we c;all

on all MeJrber States, particularly the fOW1ding and influential Meubers of the

United Natims, to fulfill their pledge to Uphold the principles of the Charter of

the thi ted Nations.

In conclusim, I wisi? to reassure the Assemly of JrI Government's oonmitment

to the united Nations systea and its ideals. The thited Nations nay not have been

able to solve all our problems, but we do not think it has br.:en endowed with the

power required fO[ that. However, it renains a shining exanple of Wiat mankind can

achieve through internatimal oo~peration. we have a duty to ensure that this

\I'lique experiment in human oo~peration survives and cattinues to cmtribute to the

creatim of a happy tomorrow for generatims to come. That should be the her itage

that this generation leaves to posterity.

The meeting rose at 1.00 p.m.


